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SUMMARY
In this study, forward seismic modelling of four geological models with
Hydrocarbon (HC) traps were performed by ray tracing method to produce synthetic
seismogram of each model. The idea is to identify the Hydrocarbon Indicators
(HCI‟s) such as bright spot, flat spot, dim spot and Bottom Simulating Reflector
(BSR) in the synthethic seismogram. The modelling was performed in
DISCO/FOCUS 5.0 seismic data processing programme. Strong positive and
negative reflection amplitudes and some artifact reflection horizons were observed
on produced seismograms due to rapid changes in subsurface velocity and geometry
respectively
Additionally, Amplitude-versus-angle (AVA) curves of each HCI‟s was calculated
by the „Crewes Zoeppritz Explorer‟ programme. AVA curves show that how the
reflection coefficients change with the density and the P and S wave velocities of
each layer such as oil, gas, gas hydrate or water saturated sediments. Due to AVA
curves, an increase in reflection amplitude with incident angle of seismic waves
corresponds to an indicator of a hydrocarbon reservoir.
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ÖZET

Bu çalışmada, hidrokarbon kapan içeren dört adet jeolojik modelin sentetik
sismogramlarını üretmek için ışın izleme yöntemi ile düz sismik modelleme
yapılmıştır. Modelleme ile parlak yansıma, düz yansıma, gölgeli yansıma ve tabana
benzeyen yansıma (BSR) olarak bilinen hidrokarbon göstergeçlerinin sentetik
sismogramlarda tanımlanması hedeflenmiştir. Modelleme DISCO/FOCUS 5.0 sismik
veri işlem programında gerçekleştirilmiştir. Kuvvetli pozitif ve negatif yansıma
genlikleri ve yansıma yüzeylerinde bazı istenmeyen etkiler yeraltındaki ani hız ve
geometri değişimine bağlı olarak üretilen sismogramlarda gözlemlenmiştir.
Buna ek olarak, açıya bağlı genlik değişimi (AVA) eğrileri herbir hidrokarbon
göstergeçi için „Crewes Zoeppritz Explorer‟ programı tarafından hesaplanmıştır.
AVA eğrileri yansıma genliklerinin ortamların ki bu ortamlar petrol,gaz, gaz hidrat
ve tuzlu su içeren sedimanlardan oluşmaktadır; P ve S dalga hızlarına ve
yoğunluklara bağlı olarak değişmektedir. AVA eğrilerine göre arayüzeye gelen
sismik dalganın geliş açısına bağlı olarak sismik yansına genliklerinde oluşan bir
artış ortamdaki bir hidrokarbon rezervuarına işaret etmektedir.
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PART 1
INTRODUCTION

There are a wide range of applications for seismic reflection method. In this study, it
was focus on the hydrocarbon applications. For this aim, forward seismic modelling,
which a model of the subsurface is constructed and is used to calculate the expected
seismic waveform that would be recorded at the surface, was applied to four different
HC traps. Through this method, the particular reflection horizons from each contact
in the models are calculated as HCI‟s such as bright spot, flat spot, dim spot and
BSR.

The modelling was performed under Disco/Focus 5.0 seismic data processing
programme. The programme has some modules to produce synthetic responses. The
modules; Marine, Velmod, Modray, Filter and Dskwrt are used for this application.
First of all, the geometry of the seismic profile and data acquisition parameters were
set by module Marine. Source receiver intervals, channels numbers, total shot
number and offset parameters are specified in this module. Then, the geometries of
subsurface models are given to programme by module Velmod. The models with HC
traps are chosen as simple as possible to generate a clear seismic response. These
models are a parallel layers HC trap including gas hydrate and free gas zones, an
anticline reservoir including gas, oil and water contacts, other one anticline model
with an only gas water contact and a pinchout model with gas, oil and water contacts.
The geometry of each model was set by giving velocity-depth values due to the shot
points. In the next step, these geometries and velocity-depth information were given
to module Modray to calculate seismic responses. Module Modray uses seismic ray
tracing method for the calculation. After that, filtering was applied to each response
to have the best seismic response from each horizon in the models. The last module
Dskwrt was used to write the last view to the computer hard disk.
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In the second part of this study, AVA analysis of four HC trap models were
performed to see the changes in reflection amplitudes due to the increasing of the
incident angle of seismic wave. The reason to make this analysis is because most of
times to recognize HCI‟s in the synthetic seismogram are hard with only the seismic
response. With AVA analysis is possible to see clearly and with more accuracy the
differences in the characteristics of each layer in the boundary. In application, AVA
curves of each contact in the models, another meaning of each HCI‟s in the models
were

calculated

by

using

„Crewes

Zoeppritz

Explorer‟programme

(http://www.crewes.org/ ResearchLinks/ ExplorerPrograms /ZE/ZEcrewes.html).
The input parameters to this programme; P wave velocity, S wave velocity of each
layer were gathered by some articles (Telford et al., 1998). Density parameters for
each model were calculated by The Gardner´s relation.

ρ = 1.741 Vp0.25

(1.1)

The programme „Crewes Zoeppritz explorer‟ solves the Zeoppritz matrix which
includes P, S velocities and density of each layer in the models and plots reflection
coefficient versus incident angle of seismic wave due to the incident P wave and
reflected P wave. In this study, it was used the exact solution to create the AVA
curves. The program permits also to use other approximations as the Bortfeld
approximation or the Aki-Richards approximation. It was expected to see in AVA
curves, an increase in reflection amplitude due to an increase in incident angle that
correspond to an HC reservoir in the subsurface.
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PART 2
HC TRAPS AND HC INDICATORS
Petroleum is the result of the deposition of plant or animal matter in areas that are
slowly subsiding. These areas are usually in the sea or along its margins in coastal
lagoons or marshes and occasionally in lakes or inland swamps.
Sediments are deposited along the organic matter. As time goes on, the organic
material is buried deeper and hence is exposed to higher temperatures and pressures.
Eventually chemical changes result in the generation of petroleum.
Petroleum collects in the pores of the rock and intermingles with the remaining water
that was buried with the sediments. Permeability permits the gas, oil, and water to
separate partially because of their different densities. Consequently the oil and gas
tent to rise.

Figure 2.1 typical structure of the disposition of HC (www.reboreda.info)

HC usually are accumulated in the subsurface in special structures or formations
called HC Traps. This name is due to the geological formation in the subsurface acts
as a trap preventing the HC from escaping and keeping them locked up. However,
many structures that provide excellent traps do not contain oil or gas in economic
quantities.
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HC can be found in four different states: Gas, Oil, Gas Hydrate and Coal. In this
Project only were studied the HC in states of gas, oil and gas hydrate.
2.1. HC Traps
One of the necessary elements of a working petroleum system is the source rock.
They are organic-rich sediments that may have been deposited in a variety of
environmental.
Other necessary element is the reservoir rock. They contain connected pores spaces
used to reserve the fluid inside. To be effective the rock must be permeable.
Once oil and gas enter the reservoir rock, they are relatively free to move. It is
necessary the existence of an impermeable rock that forms a barrier, cap or seal
above and around reservoir rock so the fluids cannot migrate beyond the reservoir.

Figure 2.2 scheme of a typical reservoir of HC (www.sjvgeology.org)

This configuration of rocks suitable for containing hydrocarbons and sealed by an
impermeable formation through the HC cannot migrate is called Trap.
Geologists have classified HC traps into two basics types: structural traps and
stratigraphic traps. A reservoir can be formed by one kind of trap or a combination of
both.
The structural traps are due to tectonic events that deform the rock layer which
contains the HC.
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The simplest and most instructive type of reservoir is that of an anticline. It is an
upward fold in the layers of rock. Petroleum HC may migrate into such a structure
from all sides, accumulating in the top of the structure where the impervious roof
formation brings the migration to an end (Figure 2.3a).
Other reservoirs are formed when a fault plane interrupts the direction of migration.
The technique of accumulation is simple. The HC coming from the centre of the
basin and migrating toward the higher enter a fault block in its lower part and are
blocked in the higher part, where the porous and the permeable pay is thrust by the
fault against impervious layers (Figure 2.3b).
The salt domes are also considerate as structures traps. A salt dome formed when a
mass of salt flows upward under the pressure resulting from the weight of the
overlying sediments (Figure 2.3c).

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.3 Structural traps. a) Anticline (www.energyinst.org.uk) b) Fault
(www.earthsci.org) c) Salt dome (www.geology.ohio-state.edu)

Stratigraphic traps are created by any variation in the stratigraphy that is independent
of structural deformation, although many stratigraphic traps involve a tectonic
component such as tilting of strata.
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Stratigraphic traps result from variations in facies that developed during
sedimentation. These include features such as lenses, pinch outs (Figure 2.4b), and
appropriate facies changes.
Pinch outs and unconformities (Figure 2.4a) provide traps only when the adjacent
rocks are impermeable.
In this category can enter the reef facies, due to coral. Which usually show high
porosity and abrupt changes of facies. Around the reef there is some probability of
disconformities with corresponding creation of traps.

a)

b)

Figure 2.4 Examples of stratigraphic traps. a) Discordance. b) Pinch out.
(www.purplelounge.info)

2.2. HC Indicators
HC in the pore space of a rock lower the velocity and the density compared to water
in the pore spaces. Oil lowers the velocity and density slightly, but gas has a
considerate effect.
HC thus change the contrast in acoustic impedance with the overlying and
underlying rock and hence the reflectivity. The consequent change in amplitude of
the reflections from the reservoir rock often is large enough to be seen. But this
requires the accurate representation of true amplitudes and shape of the waveforms
on a seismic section.
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The lowering of the acoustic impedance of a reservoir often produces a high
amplitude reflection. The anomalously strong reflections are called bright spots
(Figure 2.5), which is the most common HC indicator (HCI).

Figure 2.5 View of a bright spot (Kearey et al., 2002)

A specific kind of bright spot is occurred when bottom simulating reflector (BSR)
appear. BSR is an indicator for the presence of gas hydrate (high velocity),
considered by the scientific community as the main HC source existing. BSR marks
the base of the gas hydrate stability zone (Figure 2.6). AVA analysis can be useful in
detecting this kind of HC.

Figure 2.6 Bottom simulating reflector, BSR (www.woodshole.er.usgs.gov)
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When the acoustic impedance of a water-filled reservoir is appreciably larger than
that of the adjacent rock, the lowering of the acoustic impedance by HC could lead to
a dim spot (Figure 2.7), where the reflection amplitude decreases on a top of the
reservoir.

Figure 2.7 View of a dim spot (Sheriff and Geldart, 1995)

A horizontal gas-oil, gas-water, or oil-water contact may produce a distinct
reflection, especially where the reservoir is thick; such a reflection is called a flat
spot (Figure 2.8). Overlying changes in gas column thickness may tilt a flat spot so
that it is no longer horizontal.

Figure 2.8 View of a flat spot (www.geoseismic-seasia.blogspot.com)
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HC indicators effects usually indicate gas, and most effects attributable to oil
accumulation are too weak to be observable. Virtually all the HC indicators effects
can be produced by situations other than HC so that observation of any one HC
indicators may not indicate a HC accumulation.
In this study, forward seismic modeling was applied to three structural traps and one
stratigraphical trap to calculate the seismic responses. Structural traps are chosen as
an anticline trap including gas, oil and water contacts, another anticline trap with
only gas water contact in reservoir and a pinchout model including gas, oil and water
contacts. Stratigraphical trap is chosen as a parallel layers HC trap including gas
hydrate and free gas zones.
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PART 3
SEISMIC MODELLING AND AVA ANALYSIS
3.1. Seismic modeling
Seismic modeling involves generating travel times and amplitudes of seismic waves
propagating through a specified subsurface reflectivity model that is associated with
a specified velocity-depth model.
Forward modeling of reflection seismic data is a computational process through
which a geologic model of the subsurface is transformed into a synthetic reflection
seismic record. Seismic forward modeling provides important information on
reservoir characterisation and risk reduction in hydrocarbon exploration.

Figure 3.1 Forward modeling and Inversion (www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com)

A variety of modeling approaches exist which attempt to simulate the seismic
response to subsurface structure. There are many methods which may be used to
simulate how seismic waves propagate through the real earth. The nature of seismic
wave propagation can be very complex. Modeling seismic waves requires the
adoption of a particular theory of wave propagation and an analysis of the
corresponding wave equation.
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The general form of the wave equation is
1/V2 * ∂2ψ/∂t2 = ∇2ψ

(3.1)

Where ∇2 is the spacial Laplacian, V is the speed of the wave, and ψ(x, y, z; t) is a
scalar function which is a disturbance that is propagated from one point to another
with the speed V.
Huygens´ principle (Figure 3.2) is important in understanding wave travel. It states
that every point on a wave front can be regarded as a new source of waves. This is
the idea that the wave front at time t + ∆t is predictable from the wave front at time t,
by considering each point on the known wave front as a source for a secondary wave
front.

Figure 3.2 Using Huygens´ principle to locate new wave fronts (W. M. Telford,
1990)

When a seismic wave encounters an interface between units of different impedance
(product of the medium velocity and density), part of the energy is reflected and
remains in the same medium as the original energy. The balance of the energy is
refracted into the other medium with an abrupt change in the direction of
propagation.
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ρ1 Vp1 Vs1
ρ2 Vp2 Vs2

Figure 3.3 reflection and refraction of a wave (modify from www.ualberta.ca)

The behavior of the refracted and reflected wave is according to the Snell´s law. This
tell us that
Sin (θip)/Vp1 = sin (θRp)/Vp1 = sin (θRs)/Vs1 = sin (θrp)/Vp2 = sin (θrs)/Vs2 = p (3.2)
Being p the ray constant.
These rules determine how the ray-path will bend and reflected through the
subsurface.
The equations governing the amplitudes of the waves were given by Zoeppritz
(1919). The equations involve so many equations that it is difficult to generalize
from them (equation 3.5).
Zoeppritz derived a relationship governing the reflection and transmission
coefficients for plane waves as a function of angle of incidence and six parameters,
three of either side of the reflecting interface. These are Vp, Vs, and ρ (density).
At normal incidence of a p-wave, no reflected or refracted s-wave is generated. As a
result, a simplified expression for p-wave reflection and transmission coefficients at
normal incidence can be developed. These are
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R = (Z2 – Z1) / (Z2 + Z1)

(3.3)

T = 2Z1 / (Z2 + Z1)

(3.4)

Being Z1 and Z2 the impedances of each medium. The impedance of a medium is the
product of the medium velocity and density (Z1 = ρ1Vp1; Z2 = ρ2Vp2).
For a wave incidence on an interface from the opposite direction, we interchange Z1
and Z2. This will change the sing of R and the value of T. When Z1 / Z2 > 1 then R <
0, moreover when Z1 / Z2 < 1 then R > 0. Coefficient of reflection values varies
between -1 and 1.
All these laws and equations are very important for understanding the behavior of the
seismic waves through the different layers of the subsurface.
When the seismic wave is reflected at interfaces between geologic strata that differ in
acoustic impedance, the reflected energy returns to the surface. This reflected energy
is called signal or primary reflections. From the times at which the primary
reflections were recorded and their amplitudes, it is desired to obtain the Earth´s
reflectivity function. This is a set of impulses with amplitudes proportional to the
reflection coefficient of each interface and time of occurrence equal to the two-way
reflection time.

Figure 3.4 Earth Reflectivity Function (modify from Reynolds, 2002)

Unfortunately, the primary reflection impulse response cannot be recorded directly.
Reflections are recorded as wavelets whose shapes depend upon the energy source
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used and transmission losses along the reflection path. Anything on a seismic record
other than primary reflections is called noise. These noises should be removed.
When modeling a stacked section, we wish to simulate zero-offset acquisition. Offset
is the distance between source and geophone (Figure 3.5). Although the ray-path
could be determined in the same way as in the offset case, the ray tracing can be
made simpler.

Figure 3.5 common offset method schematic (www.epa.gov)

Because of reciprocity, the ray-path leading from the source/receiver position to the
subsurface reflection point, must be identical to that leading from the reflection point
to the source/receiver.
The relationship between geologic models and corresponding synthetic seismic
record is relatively straight forward, particularly if the synthetic records have normal
incidence.
After the signal is received, the data are transformed from shot-receiver to midpoint
offset coordinates (Common midpoint, CMP). Each individual trace is assigned to
the midpoint between the shot and receiver locations associated with the trace. Those
traces with the same midpoint location are grouped together, making up a CMP
gather.
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Figure 3.6 Common midpoint (CMP) and Common depth point (CDP),
(www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com)

The traces from different source-receiver pairs that share a common midpoint can be
corrected during seismic processing to remove the effects of different source-receiver
offsets using normal move-out (NMO) correction.

Figure 3.7 Effect of NMO corrections (www.glossary.oilfield.slb.com)

In a seismic event it is very important consider the polarity of the wave. This gives us
information about the characteristics of the geological model.
According to the polarity conventions, for positive reflections it will increase in
acoustic impedance. And for negative reflections it will decrease in acoustic
impedance.
Therefore when the geological model has layers with velocities changing, it is
necessary to observe the polarity of the wavelet.
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Figure 3.8 Polarity of the waves (from Sheriff, 1995)

The HC indicators are seismic signals that are usually due to a change of polarity, as
in the bright spots and in BSR horizons (with reverse polarity).

Figure 3.9 Examples of reverse polarity in a geological model due to the decrease of
the acoustic impedance (from Neil Anderson, 1995)

3.2. AVA analysis
When a seismic ray strikes a plane boundary, partition of energy takes place. As
stated in the previous section, Zoeppritz equations govern the behavior of the wave
dictating the determination of reflection and transmission coefficients or amplitudes
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for both p- and s-waves as a function of angle of incidence. For easy numerical
solution, the Zoeppritz equations can be written through a matrix form as

(3.5)
Where
a1 = Vp1 / Vs1; b1 = (Vs2Vp1ρ2Vs2) / (Vp1Vs1ρ1Vs1); c1 = (Vp1ρ2Vs2) / (Vs1ρ1Vs1) (3.6)
a2 = Vs1 / Vp1; b2 = ρ2Vp2 / ρ1Vp1; c2 = ρ2Vs2 / ρ1Vp

(3.7)

And Rpp, Rps, Tpp and Tps are the reflection (R) and refraction (T) coefficients. The
angles θip, θRp, θRs, θrp, and θrs are indicated in figure 3.3.
If the acoustic impedances and/or densities do not changes laterally, then the
relationships among incident and reflected wave are described by the Zoeppritz
equations and reflected amplitudes only vary with the angle of incidence.
P-wave velocity in porous media depends on fluid content of the pores and formation
matrix. By contrast, s-wave velocity is independent of pore fluids. Consequently,
abrupt changes in the p- to s-wave velocity ratio may be indicative of fluid changes
in a porous reservoir rock.
The p- to s-wave ratio depends of Poisson´s ratio, which can be expressed as
σ = ((Vp / Vs)2 - 2) / 2((Vp / Vs)2 - 1)

(3.8)

Therefore, Poisson´s ratio is also affected by pore fluid change. Commonly, as the
gas content in a given rock increases, the Poisson´s ratio becomes anomalously low.
The analysis of the interfaces of two layers focusing in changing of amplitudes with
the angle, or the change in Poisson´s ratio of each layer, is often called amplitude
versus angle of incidence (AVA) analysis or amplitude versus offset (AVO) analysis.
The angle of incidence is directly related to the offset with trigonometric
relationships. An increase in angle of incidence corresponds to an increase in sourcereceiver offset, so AVA and AVO analysis are equivalent.
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CMP stack tends to conceal amplitude anomalies since each CMP trace is the
average of individual trace amplitudes in the common midpoint gather. These traces
were recorded over a wide range of offset. Thus AVA analysis must be performed on
pre-stack data if amplitude anomalies are to be observed and analyzed.
The anomalies sought in AVA analysis are changes in the reflection amplitude with
the angle of incidence. As stated in the section 2.1, a bright spot is an anomalously
strong reflection, and also an increase in the relative true amplitude as the angle of
incidence increases. Bright spots can occur in gas sand reservoir. A dim spot is lead
to a lowering of the acoustic impedance, and it is a decrease in relative true
amplitude as the offset increase.
Numerous approximations to be Zoeppritz equations have been published. The ones
most common are Aki and Richards equations (1980), Bortfeld equations (1961),
Shuey equations (1985).
In this study, it was used the CREWES Zoeppritz Explorer program to get the graphs
with the reflection coefficient – angle of incidence curves of each couple of layers in
the proposed models. The solution was made with the exact solution. It was not used
any approximation. The program permits also to get the solution with Aki-Richards
approximation and Bortfeld approximation.
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PART 4
SEISMIC MODELLING WITH DISCO/FOCUS PROGRAM
The modelling was performed in the „Nezihi Canıtez Data Processing Laboratory‟ of
the Department of Geophysics, ĠTU. The programme DISCO/FOCUS version of 5.0
under Linux/Unix operating system was used.
DISCO/FOCUS program permits simulate a seismic profile of a given geological
model, whose parameters should be introduced and specified in the different modules
of the program. These modules are MARINE, VELMOD, MODRAY, FILTER and
DSKWRT. Such models collect information about the various stages of the
modeling.
The MARINE module specifies the necessary parameters of the geometry of the
marine line. VELMOD module contains the information of the geological model,
such velocities and depth of each layer. With the MODRAY module seismic
modeling of the underground section is done and it is generated the synthetic seismic
response. The FILTER module gives parameters to apply in the seismic data to have
the best response. And the DSKWRT module stores the seismic traces obtained.

Figure 4.1 Scheme of the DISCO/FOCUS modules
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Along this section part of the application parameters and results of these modules
will be discussed in detail. Likewise, each module will be explained with more
detail.
4.1 Modules
4.1.1 MARINE module
This is the first module to be performed. The objective of this module is to generate
the geometry for a conventional marine line. It is necessary to specify several
parameters that are shown in the table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Parameters of Module MARINE.

Where
*CALL is the execution directive
MARINE is the macro name
NSHOTS specifies the number of the shots on the line
NCHAN specifies the number of channels to process (N in the figure 4.2)
CLOSE specifies the number of the channel closest to the shot
OFFSET is the distance from the shot to the nearest group, in feet or meters (in the
figure 4.2 the distance of the source to R1)
GRPINT specifies the group interval, in feet or meters
SHTINT specifies the shot interval, in feet or meters
NUMBER is the starting shot sequence number
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Figure 4.2 marine line

For this project it was used just one marine file for all the proposed geological
models. And it will be explain in the section 4.2.1.
4.1.2 VELMOD module
In this module the geological models are described. The file contains the velocities
and the depth of the layers that complement each model. A VELMOD velocity
model is defined in horizon segments. To construct the model, the horizon segments
are described in terms of surface location and depth. The necessary parameters are
specified in the table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Parameters of Module VELMOD.

Where
*CALL is the execution directive
VELMOD is the program name
VIDENT specifies a name for the database file in which to store the velocity model
PKEYNAM specifies the primary key name that identifies the type of data
ensembles for which the velocity model is being defined. There are three valid
values: CDP, for a 2D line (you can also let the parameter default), RECSTAT, and
CDPLBL, for a 3D line.
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HORIZON is the operation name
HNAME specifies the horizon name
PKEY specifies the primary key value that identifies the location to which the
following horizon values apply.
Z is the horizon depth, in feet or meters, at this data point
V is the velocity in this data point, in feet or meters per second
DVDZ specifies, in feet per second per foot or in meters per second per meter, the
vertical velocity gradient below this horizon data point
MODPLT is a command parameter that determines the limits of the desired viewing
XPI specifies the horizontal plot scale, in feet or meters per inch
ZPI is the vertical plot scale
XMIN is minimum x coordinate for the plot
XMAX is the maximum x coordinate for the plot
ZMAX specifies the maximum z coordinate for the plot
MODPLL is a parameter which indicates that a plot is required. It can be supplied to
control the frequency of labeling in the plot
PKLINC specifies the increment for annotating PKEY values on the plot. Every
PKLINCth value will be annotated
XLINC specifies the increment for annotating x coordinates on the plot. Every
XLINCth foot or meter will be annotated
ZLINC specifies the increment for annotating z coordinates on the plot. Every
ZLINCth foot or meter will be annotated
PLOTOPT is command which display the visual display options
PLTSPEC is the option for viewing the properties. Made up coloration and size
options
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4.1.3 MODRAY module
This module performs the ray-trace modeling and predicts the poststack seismic
response from subsurface structure. It uses the parameters from VELMOD file that
has been stored.
By using Snell´s law (equation 3.2), the program represents the refraction of seismic
waves at the interfaces of the geological model.
There are three distinct ray-tracing options for modeling. These are normal incidence
ray-tracing, with which program generates rays perpendicular to the subsurface
horizons. The wave theory ray tracing, which is called diffraction ray tracing, and
with which locations along each subsurface horizon are treated as a point sources by
tracing an angular distribution of rays from each location. And image ray-tracing,
with which the rays are fired off from the surface to the subsurface, and the
intersections with the subsurface horizons are used to place events on the output
traces.
Briefly, MODRAY consists of six major computational sections:
• Subsurface Definition
• Normal Incidence, Diffraction, and Image Ray Tracing
• Raypath Generation
• Reflection Coefficients Calculations
• Event Amplitude Calculation
• Wavelet Generation

Table 4.3 Parameters of Module MODRAY.
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Where
*CALL is the execution directive.
MODRAY is the program name.
MODEL specifies the name that identifies the velocity model in the database.
RAYTYPE specifies the ray tracing method to use in creating the synthetic traces.
Valid values: NORMAL (or let the parameter default), DIFFRACT for the wave
theory type of ray tracing, or IMAGE.
TLEN specifies the output trace length, in milliseconds. The default value is 4000
ms.
DTMS specifies the output trace sample rate, in milliseconds. The lower limit is
0.001 ms.
KEYDEF parameters determine the number of CDP traces to be produced by the
program. The first and last CDP values default to what is defined in the velocity
model and should be supplied only to limit the output to a certain region of the
model.
ICDP is the number of the first CDP to output.
LCDP is the number of the last CDP to output.
MODPLT parameters can be supplied to obtain a plot of the velocity model. By
default, MODRAY obtains the maximum x and z coordinates for the plot from the
model, and rounds them up to the nearest thousand units. Parameters XMAX and
ZMAX can be supplied to override the defaults. Parameters XPI and ZPI can be
supplied to control plot scaling. XLINC and ZLINC determine the frequency of
labeling.
XMAX specifies, in feet or meters, the maximum x coordinate (width) to plot.
ZMAX specifies, in feet or meters, the maximum z coordinate (depth) to plot.
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XPI specifies the horizontal plot scale, in feet or meters (x units) per inch.
ZPI specifies the vertical plot scale, in feet or meters (z units) per inch.
XLINC specifies, in feet or meters, the increment for annotating x coordinates on the
plot.
ZLINC specifies, in feet or meters, the increment for annotating z coordinates on the
plot.
RAYPATH can be supplied to obtain a plot of the raypaths calculated by the
program.
INCPT specifies the CDP increment for plotting the raypaths.
PLOTOPT is a parameter that specifies plotter type, plot disposition, number of plot
copies, plot rotation, a subimage name for use in combined image plotting and the
relative position of the subimage on the combined plot image.
PLTSPEC specifies plotting options.
The wavelet of the MODRAY traces may be very close to a spike, with the
amplitude spectrum nearly white. Therefore, the traces output by MODRAY should
be filtered by a program such FILTER before using them in a processing sequence.
4.1.4 FILTER module
As stated in the previous section, the FILTER module should be used with the
MODRAY module. It designs time and spatially varying filters and applies them to
seismic data. There are many types of filters available.
The domain for application of filter can be time or frequency. The most common
type of filtering is BAND, band filtering with tapering. It is possible to choose
between four options: band pass, with which the user designates four frequencies F1,
F2, F3 and F4. F1 and F4 are the lower and upper frequencies allowed, and between
F2 and F3 all the frequencies are passed in full. Band stop is exactly the opposite
option of band pass filter, where F1, F2, F3 and F4 are the frequencies which limit
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the disallowed region. Low pass filtering is the one which all the frequencies bellow
F3 are unfiltered and above F4 are completely suppressed (it is not supply F1 and
F2). And high pass, with which all the frequencies above F2 are unfiltered and
frequencies below F1 ar3e completely suppressed.
It is also possible choosing the method of tapering to apply to frequencies in the
transitions zones between F1 and F2, and F3 and F4. These are
Hanning:

0.5 + 0.5 cos(A), 0 < A < π

Hamming:

0.54 + 0.46 cos(A), 0 < A < π

Cosine:

cos(A), 0 < A < π/2

Triangular:

Linear interpolation

Table 4.4 Parameters of Module FILTER.

Where
*CALL is the execution directive
FILTER the name of the program
PKEYNAM is the header name for filter application
PFIL is the parameter which determines whether or not the filter coefficients are
printed or not in the job listings.
PLOT determines the plot filter coefficients
DOMAIN specifies the domain in which filtering should be performed, time,
frequency or auto for domain determined by the program
PHASE specifies the phase of the filter
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KEYDEFF operation name
PKEY specifies the primary value that identifies the ensemble for filtering
BAND is the parameter which specifies four point band filtering, it is the operation
name
TYPE is the type of the band. As stated before, it can be BP (band pass), BS (band
stop), LP (low pass), and HP (high pass)
TAPER is the method of filtering. It can be HANN (for Hanning tapering), HAMM
(for Hamming tapering), COS (for cosine tapering), or TRI (for triangular tapering)
NFPTS is the length of the filter, in number of filter points
TS specifies the beginning of the time gate. In milliseconds
TE is the end of the time gate. In milliseconds
F1 is the frequency at the low frequency of the tapered zone. In hertz
F2 is the cutoff frequency at the low frequency end of the band. In hertz
F3 is the cutoff frequency at the high frequency end of the band. In hertz
F4 is the frequency at the high frequency end of the tapered zone. In hertz
4.1.5 DSKWRT module
This module copies seismic traces and their headers and stores them in a disk file.

Table 4.5 Parameters of Module DSKWRT.
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Where
*CALL is the execution directive
DSKWRT is the name of the program
FILE is the output file name
ENSMBLE specifies the output subset of data file
PKEYNAM is the primary key header name
PKEYLO is the first ensemble to output
PKEYHI specifies the last ensemble to output
FORMAT specifies the output file format
TYPE type
FOCUS create SHOT/CHAN index (Focus)
SCID compute SHOT/CHAN index (SCID/NOSCID)
IDISCO create SHOT/CHAN Index (Idisco)
SCID compute SHOT/CHAN index (SCID/NOSCID)
IEEE32 compress 64-bit Cray Word
USERLBL specifies database data log name for data file
TEXT enter catalog name
4.2 Geological models
In this study it was created four different models which represent geological
structures of the subsurface that contain hydrocarbons.
For each model it was made a study of the seismic response focusing on the contacts
with HC.
The models are:
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-

Parallel layers

-

Anticline-1

-

Anticline-2

-

Pinch Out

In the next sections it is explained the necessary files that were created with
Disco/Focus program for each model.
4.2.1 Parallel layers
This model represents a stratigraphic trap with of five parallel layers. The sediments
below the seafloor have seismic velocity of 1700 m/s (Sanjeev Rajput and N. K.
Thakur, 2010). The next layer is composed by gas hydrate which has high velocity,
2000 m/s (Sanjeev Rajput and N. K. Thakur, 2010), compared with surrounding.
Under this layer there is a free gas layer with velocity of 1200 m/s (Sheriff and
Geldart, 1983).
This disposition is the typical example of geological structure where is possible to
find the BSR. The base of hydrate cemented zone produces a strong reflector.
The MARINE file which was created for this model is the same for the rest of the
models. So it just will be shown in this section.

Figure 4.3 The definition of the geometry of seismic profile.

The file specifies the geometry of the marine line. The total number of the shots is
50, there are 48 channels, the offset is 20 meters, the receiver interval is 10 meters,
and the shot interval is 20 meters.
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The program calculates automatically Common Depth Points (CDP´s). The
minimum CDP number is 2 and the maximum CDP number is 528.
Once it is created the MARINE file the next step is performing the VELMOD file.
This generates the geological structure of the model.

Figure 4.4 The definition of depth-velocity model.

Figure 4.4 shows the file which contains the depth and the velocity of each layer. The
top of the gas hydrate corresponds with the horizon number 2 (layer blue in figure
4.5), and the top of the free gas is the horizon number 3 (layer yellow in figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5 parallel layers model
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The MODRAY file specifies the parameters to create the seismic response (figure
4.6).

Figure 4.6 MODRAY and FILTER file

The form of ray tracing used in creating the synthetic traces is the normal incidence
ray tracing. The trace length is 1500ms and the simple rate is 1ms.

Figure 4.7 frequency spectrum of the parallel layers model before and after filter.
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In the filter module, a trapezoidal (BAND) band pass filter is applied. The method of
tapering is HANN (the parameter is let default). The length of the filter is also
default: 6*alias frequency/Fmin, being Fmin the lesser of (F2 – F1) and (F4 – F3).
The frequency at the low frequency end of the tapered zone (F1) is 50Hz, the cutoff
frequency at the low frequency end of the band (F2) is 150Hz, the one at the high
frequency end of the band (F3) is 400Hz, and the frequency at the high frequency
end of the tapered zone (F4) is 450Hz (see fig. 4.7).
Once all the files are done is possible to get the seismic response of the geological
model.
The figure 4.8 shows the seismic response after applying all the modules.

Figure 4.8 seismic response of the parallel layers.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 4.9 a) contact sed1 with Gas hydrate horizon, b) BSR (Gas hydrate with free
gas), c) free gas horizon with sed2

In the figure 4.9b is possible to see the reverse polarity with strong. This contact
corresponds to the interface between Gas hydrate and the free gas, it is a BSR. This
is due to the high velocity of the gas hydrate horizon and the sudden slowing down in
the free gas strata. The others contacts have normal polarity but again a strong
amplitude reflection from base of the gas zone.
4.2.2 Anticline-1
The anticline is known as the most typical structural HC trap. This model represents
a simple structure where is possible to find the HC in the three phases, gas, oil, and
water.
Rock covering the anticline is shale with p-wave velocity of 2500m/s (Sheriff and
Geldart, 1983). Inside of the anticline, the first layer is gas-sand with a velocity of
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1400m/s (S. Rajput and P. P. Rao, 2005), the second one is oil-sand with 2000m/s
(A. Curiel, 2003), and the last layer is water-sand with 2300m/s (A. Curiel, 2003).
In the contact of shale with gas sand it is expected to see a bright spot, due to the
contrast of acoustic impedances.
The same profile geometry which was produced in previous model by Module
MARINE is used in this model.
The VELMOD file is showed in the figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 VELMOD file

To define the geometry of anticline, many points are given in the Module VELMOD
different than the parallel earth model.
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Figure 4.11 Geometry of the anticline

The MODRAY and FILTER file are shown in the figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12 MODRAY and FILTER module

As the MODRAY file of the parallel layers, this module has been applied with
normal incidence ray tracing. The trace length is 1000ms and the simple rate is 1ms.
The FILTER module is exactly the same than the FILTER module of the parallel
layers, where a trapezoidal (BAND) band pass filter is applied. The method of
tapering is HANN (the parameter is let default). F1 = 50HZ, F2 = 150Hz, F3 =
400Hz, and F4 = 450Hz.
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Figure 4.13 seismic response of the anticline

In the figure 4.13 is possible to observe the inverse polarity of the bright spot. Also
there is a pull down in the contacts of gas-sand with oil-sand and oil-sand with watersand due to abrupt velocity change in vertical direction.
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 4.14 a) Bright spot, contact of shale with gas-sand, b) contact of gas-sand
with oil-sand, c) contact of oil-sand with water-sand

In the figure 4.14 it is possible to see more clearly the shapes of the waves in each
contact. The upper one (Fig 4.14a) has negative polarity and strong reflection. The
bellow it should be a flat spot, positive polarity with weaker reflection amplitude
than the previous one.
4.2.3 Anticline-2
This model is a variation of the previous model (section 4.2.2). In this model, it was
expected to see a dim spot reflection horizon as an HC indicator. So the model
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consists in an anticline but the velocities are different. For this model the velocity of
shale is lower, 1300m/s. In the anticline is possible to see only the HC in two
different phases, gas and water. The gas-sand has the velocity of 1400m/s, and the
water-sand has a velocity of 2300m/s.
The decrease of the velocity in shale is to get a dim spot in the seismic response.
The MARINE file is shown in the section 4.2.1.
The VELMOD module is created with the file is shown in the figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 The definition of depth-velocity model

With this module is possible to see the geometry of the model.
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Figure 4.16 geometry of the subsurface model

The MODRAY and FILTER module is exactly the same with the previous section, in
the anticline model.

Figure 4.17 MODRAY and FILTER file

The seismic response obtained is the one showed in the figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18 seismic response of the anticline with dim spot
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In the seismic response it is possible to see the dim spot, this kind of signal is created
when the overlying cap rock has a low velocity, there is not a strong velocity contrast
at the top of the reservoir. Therefore the reflection amplitude decreases on the top of
the reservoir.

a)

b)
Figure 4.19 a) dim spot, b) contact of gas-sand with water-sand
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4.2.4 Pinch out
The pinch out is a stratigraphic type of hydrocarbon trap. The reservoir of HC is in
two phases, gas and water. The shale has a velocity of 2500m/s. The gas-sand
stratum has a velocity of 1400m/s. And the velocity of the water-sand is 2300m/s.
The VELMOD file is shown in the figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20 VELMOD file

Figure 4.21 geometry of the pinch out
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Figure 4.22 MODRAY and FILTER file

The MODRAY module is shown in figure 4.22. The trace length is 500ms and the
simple rate is 1ms.
The FILTER module is exactly the same than the FILTER module of the parallel
layers, where a trapezoidal (BAND) band pass filter is applied. The method of
tapering is HANN. And finally the values F1 = 50HZ, F2 = 150Hz, F3 = 400Hz, and
F4 = 450Hz.

1

2
3

Figure 4.23 seismic response of the pinch out model
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In the seismic response of the figure 4.23 is possible to observe the bright spot
created by the contrast between the shale and the gas-sand stratum.
In the following figures it is shown the contacts of each horizon.

1
a)

2
b)

3
c)

Figure 4.24 a) bright spot, contact of shale with gas-sand, b) contact of gas-sand
with shale, c) contact of gas-sand with water sand
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PART 5
AVA RESPONSES OF HC INDICATORS

As stated in section 3.2, the AVA analysis examines the changes in seismic wave
amplitudes with the variation of the angle of incidence. According to Zoeppritz
equations these two quantities are related.
The reason to make this kind of analysis is that it is necessary to have a
complementary study focusing in the strength of the reflection amplitudes. Only the
seismic response and the analysis of the polarity and shape of the waves is not
enough to identify a HC indicator.
The analysis in this study intends to focus on the answer given by the interfaces with
anomalous signal indicating presence of HC. This work has been made with the
program “Crewes Zoeppritz explorer” using the exact solution.
For each interface it has been calculated the corresponding graph amplitude - angle
of incidence, and it has been calculated Poisson´s rates (equation 3.8) to observe the
change in such contacts.
It is necessary to have three parameters for each layer.
-

p-wave velocity (m/s)

-

s-wave velocity (m/s)

-

density (kg/m3)

The s-wave velocities have been estimated by the supposition of Vp = √3 Vs (Potter
and Foltinek, 1997).
The densities have been calculated by the Gardner´s relation (see equation 1.1).
For the first model, the parallel layers, the analysis has been done for the BSR
contact (gas hydrate – free gas stratum), and for the contact free gas – sed2.
The parameters of each layer are
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-

Gas hydrate stratum: Vp = 2000m/s; Vs = 1100m/s; ρ = 2070kg/m3

-

Free gas stratum: Vp = 1200m/s; Vs = 700m/s; ρ = 1822kg/m3

-

Sediments 2 stratum: Vp = 1900m/s; Vs = 1000m/s; ρ = 2044kg/m3

The Poisson´s rates are
σgas hidrate = ((2000 / 1100)2 - 2) / 2((2000 / 1100)2 - 1) = 0.283
σfree gas = ((1200 / 700)2 - 2) / 2((1200 / 700)2 - 1) = 0.242
σsed2 = ((1900 / 1000)2 - 2) / 2((1900 / 1000)2 - 1) = 0.308
Following they are presented the graphs of each interface.

Figure 5.1 AVA response of the gas hydrate – free gas interface (BSR)
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Figure 5.2 AVA response of the free gas – sediments 2 interface

For the second model, the anticline, the interfaces analyzed are three. They are the
bright spot contact (shale – gas-sand), gas-sand with oil-sand (flat spot contact), and
oil-sand with water-sand (flat spot contact).
The parameters are
-

Shale: Vp = 2500m/s; Vs = 1300m/s; ρ = 2189kg/m3

-

Gas-sand: Vp = 1400m/s; Vs = 750m/s; ρ = 1893kg/m3

-

Oil-sand: Vp = 2000m/s; Vs = 1100m/s; ρ = 2070kg/m3

-

Water-sand: Vp = 2300m/s; Vs = 1200m/s; ρ = 2144kg/m3

The Poisson´s rates are
σshale = ((2500 / 1300)2 - 2) / 2((2500 / 1300)2 - 1) = 0.314
σgas-sand = ((1400 / 750)2 - 2) / 2((1400 / 750)2 - 1) = 0.299
σoil-sand = ((2000 / 1100)2 - 2) / 2((2000 / 1100)2 - 1) = 0.283
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σwater-sand = ((2300 / 1200)2 - 2) / 2((2300 / 1200)2 - 1) = 0.312
Following are presented the graphs of each interface.

Figure 5.3 AVA response of shale and gas-sand interface (bright spot)

Figure 5.4 AVA response of gas-sand and oil-sand interface (flat spot)
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Figure 5.5 AVA response of oil-sand and water-sand interface (flat spot)

For the third model, the anticline with the dim spot response, they are analyzed the
interfaces of the shale with the gas-sand (dim spot) and the gas-sand and water sand
interface (flat spot).
The paraemeters are
-

Shale: Vp = 1300m/s; Vs = 700m/s; ρ = 1859kg/m3

-

Gas-sand: Vp = 1400m/s; Vs = 750m/s; ρ = 1893kg/m3

-

Water sand: Vp = 2300m/s; Vs = 1200m/s; ρ = 2144kg/m3

The Poisson´s rates are
σshale = ((1300 / 700)2 - 2) / 2((1300 / 700)2 - 1) = 0.295
σgas-sand = ((1400 / 750)2 - 2) / 2((1400 / 750)2 - 1) = 0.299
σwater-sand = ((2300 / 1200)2 - 2) / 2((2300 / 1200)2 - 1) = 0.312
Following are shown the graphs of each interface.
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Figure 5.6 AVA response of shale and gas-sand (dim spot) interface

Figure 5.7 AVA response of the gas-sand and water-sand interface (flat sopt)
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Finally for the last model, the pinch out model, two copntacts are analyzed. They are
the gas-sand and shale interface, and the water-sand and shale interface.
The parameters are
-

Gas-sand: Vp = 1400m/s; Vs = 750m/s; ρ = 1893kg/m3

-

Shale: Vp = 2500m/s; Vs = 1300m/s; ρ = 2189kg/m3

-

Water-sand: Vp = 2300m/s; Vs = 1200m/s; ρ = 2144kg/m3

The Poisson´s rates are
σgas-sand = ((1400 / 750)2 - 2) / 2((1400 / 750)2 - 1) = 0.299
σshale = ((2500 / 1300)2 - 2) / 2((2500 / 1300)2 - 1) = 0.314
σwater-sand = ((2300 / 1200)2 - 2) / 2((2300 / 1200)2 - 1) = 0.312
Following are presented the graphs of each interface.

Figure 5.8 AVA response of gas-sand and shale interface
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Figure 5.9 AVA response of water-sand and shale interface

In the next section, the results will be discussed in detail.
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PART 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this part it will be analyized the results obteined for each model in the previous
sections. Also, it will be compared the AVA graphs and Poisson´s ratios for some
contacts of the different models to have a knowledge about the strenght of the
reflection amplitudes and be able to identify the HC indicators.
In the seismic response of the parallel layers model it was expected to see a BSR
response in the contact of gas-hydrate with the free-gas stratum. The BSR,
representing the boundary between gas-hydrates bearing sediments above and freegas saturated sediments below, acts as a very good seismic reflector that can be
identified by a seismic experiments.
Gas-hydrates have much higher seismic velocity than those of sediments in which
they occur. Hence presence of hydrates increases the seismic velocities, whereas
even small amount of free-gas below the hydrates-bearing sediments causes a
considerable decrease in seismic velocity. Therefore, it is produced the inverse
polarity with a strong reflection amplitude which it is possible to appreciate in fig.
4.9b.
In figure 6.1 is compared the structure of the layers in the geological section with the
structure of each layer in the seismic section.
Although the thickness of gas-hydrate stratum and the free gas zone are the similar
(100 m), in the seismic section, they are seen at the different time intervals. As stated
previously, the seismic velocity is much higher in the gas-hydrate stratum so it takes
less time to through it. Because of the lower velocity in the free-gas stratum the wave
takes longer to get to sediments2.
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Water

Sed1
Gas hydrate
Free gas
Sed2

Figure 6.1 Geological model and the seismic response

In the anticline-1 model it was expected to get a bright spot as HC indicator at the top
of the anticline. The contact between shale and the gas-sand produce a strong
contrast in the acoustic impedance. The decrease of the velocity in the gas-sand
stratum generates a reverse polarity with strong reflection amplitude (Fig. 4.14a).
In the figure 6.2 it is possible to appreciate the push down on top of the oil-sand
stratum. The same phenomenon happens on the top of the water-sand stratum. In the
geology section the contacts between gas-sand with oil-sand and between oil-sand
with water sand are flat. This is because the low velocity of the gas-sand. The wave
takes longer to through this strata and the signal arrives later. Actually, these
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horizons should be expected to see in the sections as flat spots but due to abrupt
velocity changes between strata, velocity pull down effect are seen on the section.

Figure 6.2 Seismic response of the anticline

The difference in the anticline-1 model and the anticline-2 model is the velocity of
the shale. In the anticline-2 this velocity is 1300m/s. The decrease of the velocity
below the velocity in the gas-sand stratum generates the HC indicator called dim
spot.
This kind of signal is weaker and it corresponds with normal polarity because of the
increase of the velocities across the interfaces.
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Figure 6.3 Seismic response of the anticline-2. 1. The response of the shale and gassand contact generating a dim spot. 2. Contact between gas-sand and water-sand.

Because of the higher velocity in the gas-sand stratum the contact between the gassand with water-sand (picture 2 in fig. 6.3) is pushed up slightly. This means that
velocity push up effect is seen on the seismic section.
In the pinch out model is expected to get a bright spot in the top of the gas-sand
stratum (see fig. 4.24a).
There are some critical points which are shown in the figure 6.4.
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2

1

Figure 6.4 Seismic response of the pinch out model. 1 and 2 are the critical points
where the response is anomalous.

If there were no gas-sand layer, the water-sand contact with shale would be linear
and straight. The low velocity of the gas causes the slope change from point 1. The
velocity of the gas-sand layer also causes the downward slope of gas water contact,
which in the geology flat (point 2 in fig. 6.4).
Following, it will be analyzed the graphs of reflection amplitude changes versus
incident angles of seismic waves (AVA analysis).
The next table shows the parameters of each layer with the Poisson´s rates in the first
comparison of three different contacts. It is compared the contact of gas hydrate and
free gas with shale and gas-sand in antiline-1, and with the contact of shale and gassand in the anticline-2.

Table 6.1 Parameters and Poisson´s ratio
Gas hydrate - Free gas
(parallel layers)

Layer above

Layer bellow

Vp (m/s)

2000

1200

Vs (m/s)

1100

700
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Shale – Gas sand
(anticline-1)

Shale – Gas sand
(anticline-2)

σ
(Poisson´s
ratio)

0.283

0.242

Vp (m/s)

2500

1400

Vs (m/s)

1300

750

σ

0.314

0.299

Vp (m/s)

1300

1400

Vs (m/s)

700

750

σ

0.295

0.299

a)

b)

c)
Figure 6.5 Graphs a) gas hydrate – free gas, b) shale – gas sand (anticline-1), c)
shale – gas sand (anticline-2)
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In fig. 6.5, the first graph and the second graph increase the amplitude with the angle
of incidence, and they have negative amplitude because the decrease of velocities
across the interface. The amplitude for zero offset in the fig. 6.5a, for gas-hydrate
and free gas contact, is -0.3. In the fig. 6.5b, for shale and gas-sand contact, the
magnitude is -0.35. So the signal is stronger in the first contact. The Poisson´s ratios
go from 0.283 to 0.242 in the first graph and from 0.314 to 0.299 in the second one.
The maximum in the first graph is higher and its change in σ is also higher. These
both correspond with bright spots signals. On the other hand, there is little change in
the Poisson´s ratio for the shale – gas sand of anticline-2 because of the velocities in
each layer are quite similar, and the reflection amplitude decrease slightly. This
corresponds with a dim spot signal.
The next comparison is for three interfaces from gas-sand to oil-sand, water-sand, or
sediments.

Table 6.2 Parameters and Poisson´s ratios

Gas sand – oil sand
(anticline-1)

Gas sand – water sand
(anticline-2)

Free gas – sediments2
(Parallel layers)

Vp (m/s)

Layer above

Layer bellow

1400

2000

Vs (m/s)

750

1100

σ

0.299

0.283

Vp (m/s)

1400

2300

Vs (m/s)

750

1200

σ

0.299

0.312

Vp (m/s)

1200

1900

Vs (m/s)

700

1000

σ

0.242

0.308
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 6.6 Graphs a) gas – oil (anticline-1); b) gas – water (anticline-2); c) gas –
sed2 (parallel layers)

These three graphs are very similar. For all of them the amplitudes decrease with
angle of incidence, and the velocities increase across the interface, so the amplitudes
are positives. The first one, gas – oil (anticline-1), has lower amplitude for angle of
incidence 0º (amplitude = 0.2) and its minimum is the lower one. For the fig. 6.6b,
gas and water contact, the amplitude for zero offset is 0.3. And in the fig. 6.6c, for
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gas and sed2, the amplitude is slightly lower but close to 0.3. The Poisson´s ratio
doesn´t change very much.
The follow comparison is for shale with gas-sand, and with water-sand.

Table 6.3 Parameters and Poisson´s ratios

Gas sand – shale
(pinch out)

Water sand – shale
(pinch out)

a)

Layer above

Layer bellow

Vp (m/s)

1400

2500

Vs (m/s)

750

1300

σ

0.299

0.314

Vp (m/s)

2300

2500

Vs (m/s)

1200

1300

σ

0.312

0.314

b)

Figure 6.7 Graphs a) gas sand – shale (pinch out); b) water – shale (pinch out)

These two interfaces are very different because the velocities. The velocity of the
water is higher than the velocity of the gas. For the first graph, gas sand – shale, the
amplitude is higher (0.35) and it decreases with the angle of incidence. For the
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second graph, water – shale, the amplitude is lower, it is around 0.5, and decrease
slightly with the angle of incidence. For this graph the Poisson´s ratio doesn´t change
at all (table 6.3).
The last comparison is for water with oil, and with gas.

Oil sand – water sand
(anticline-1)

Gas sand – water sand
(anticline-2)

Layer above

Layer bellow

Vp (m/s)

2000

2300

Vs (m/s)

1100

1200

σ

0.283

0.312

Vp (m/s)

1400

2300

Vs (m/s)

750

1200

σ

0.299

0.312

Table 6.4 Parameters and Poisson´s ratios

a)

b)

Figure 6.8 Graphs a) oil – water (anticline-1); b) gas – water (anticline-2)

In the first graph (fig 6.8a) the amplitude decreases slightly with the angle of
incidence but hardly noticeable. For zero offset the amplitude is around 0.1. In the
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second one, gas – water, has higher amplitude (0.3) and decreases much than the
previous one. There is more contrast with gas – water velocities than oil – water
velocities.
The graph in fig. 6.8b in comparison with the graph in the figure 6.5c can provide the
justification to say that the contact between shale and gas is a dim spot because of the
high difference between the amplitudes.
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